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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let cg be a binary linear (n, k)-code of length n and dimension k. For 
1 ~< r ~< k the rth generalized Hamming weight of cg is defined by 
dr(Cg) = rain{ #S(~) :  ~ is a r-dimensional subcode of cg}. 
Here S(~), the support of ~, is the set of coordinate places on which not 
all words of ~ have a coordinate zero. Obviously di(Cg) is the usual 
minimum weight of cg. The weight hierarchy W(cg) of c~ is the set 
{dr(Cg): 1 <~r<.k}. We call #S(~)  the weight w(@) of~.  
The definition of dr(Cg) is equivalent to 
a subcode } 
where w(d) is the weight of the word d. The weight hierarchy of c~ is 
strongly related to the weight hierarchy of the dual code cg± (see [ W]): 
{dr(C~):l<~r<~k}u{(n+l)-dr(~±):l<~r<~n-k}={1,2,...,n}. (2) 
In this paper we describe some methods to derive results on the weight 
hierarchy of irreducible cyclic codes and their duals. We apply these 
methods to determine (parts of) the weight hierarchy of irreducible cyclic 
codes in the semiprimitive case. 
In Section 2 we recall some facts on binary irreducible cyclic codes, 
especially the weight distribution of the semiprimitive ones, and we study 
the words of weight 3 in dual codes of irreducible cyclic codes. In Section 3 
we derive results on generalized Hamming weights of minimal cyclic codes. 
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Finally, in section 4 we consider semiprimitive minimal codes where we 
distinguish two cases. In the first case we can determine the weight 
hierarchy completely. In the second' case we only have partial results which 
we illustrate with some examples. 
2. IRREDUCIBLE CYCLIC CODES 
Let n ~> 3 be an odd integer and k = ord~(2) the order of 2 modulo n. By 
/in we denote the group of nth roots of unity in the finite field Fq with 
q = 2 k elements. Fix a generator ~ of F* then fl = aN, where N = (2 k - 1 )In, 
generates/tn and we obtain (F* )N=f ln  . Now we consider the binary linear 
code 
(~ = {c(a) ~- (Tr(ax)x~un):  a ~ Fq} (3) 
where Tr is the trace map on F 2 of Fq. The k-dimensional code cg is cyclic 
and has no proper subspace which is invariant under the shift operator: cg 
is an irreducible (also called minimal) cyclic code. We shall always assume 
N> 1 since for N= 1 the irreducible cyclic code has only one non-zero 
weight and the weight hierarchy follows immediately from (1). 
Strongly related to the word c(a) in (3) is the non-singular projective 
curve Ca with affine equation y2+y=ax N. We recall from [V] the 
connection between Ca and the weight of c(a). If we denote the number of 
Fq-rational points on Ca by # Ca(Fq) we have the following relation. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. For a~F*  the weight of  a word c(a) is given by 
w(c(a)) = n - ( # C~(Fq) - 3)/2N. 
For the curve Ca we define the integer ta as 
(4) 
ta = q + 1 - # Ca(Fq) (trace of Frobenius). (5) 
Combining (4) and (5) we get 
w(c(a)) = (q + ta)/2N. (6) 
The integer ta is the sum of the zeros of the characteristic polynomial 
1 PFrob(Ca) of the Frobenius operator over Fq acting on Her(Ca, Qt) for a 
prime I v ~ 2. For the curves Co these zeros were determined by Hasse and 
Davenport in [ H-D ]. Since Gauss sums are involved in the expressions for 
the zeros of Pvrob(Ca), the trace of Frobenius is in general hard to deter- 
mine explicitly. 
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However if -1  is a power of 2 modulo N, the so-called semiprimitive 
case, things are considerably simplified. 
(2.2) PROPOSITION. I f  -- 1 is a power of  2 modulo N and ordu(2) = k' 
then for  a 6 gt. = (F*)N we have t a = ( - 1 )k/k' ( N - -  1 ) v /  q while for  a (~ /zn we 
have ta = ( - 1 )(k/~')+ a ,¢/~. 
Proof  Let Z be a multiplicative character of order N of F*. From 
[H-D]  we obtain that the zeros of Pyrob(Ci) over Fq are -g (x t )= 
- -~x ,V .  Zt(X)(--1) rr(x) for t=  1,2, . . . ,N--1. According to the Riemann 
hypothe~sis for curves over finite fields the zeros of PFrob(C1) over F2~ are 
the (k/k') -th powers of the zeros of Prrob(C1) over Fzz which are -x /2  V 
(see IV] ,  Prop. (2.4)). Hence 
-g(z') = ( 
= = ( - 1 
for t = 1, 2, ..., N -  1. 
For the curve Ca we have (see IV] ,  Thin. (2.2)) 
N- - I  N 1 
G = - ~ Zt(a) g(x') = ( -- 1) ~/k' x//q ~ z'(a), (7) 
t= l  t= l  
where the bar denotes complex conjugation. From (7) immediately derive 
our proposition. | 
In the sequel we shall call an irreducible cyclic (n, k)-code semiprimitive 
if - 1 is a power of 2 modulo N, where N = (2 k - 1)/n. 
(2.3) COROLLARY. The weight distribution of  a (n, k)-irreducible semi- 
primitive cg with ordu(2 ) =k '  is as follows 
Weight  F requency  
(q + ( - 1 )k/k' (N - -  1) ~/q)/ZU (q -- 1 )IN 
(q -  ( - 1) TM ~/~)/2N (N-  1)(q - 1)/N. 
Proof  Combine (6) with Proposition (2.2). | 
The result can also be found in [B-M] where no use is being made of 
algebraic urves. 
When we consider the dual code cg± of a minimal cyclic code there 
is another link with algebraic geometry. Namely, the matrix H= 
(1 a N 0~ 2N ... ~(n-1)u) is a parity check matrix of the dual cg± of our 
code cg. The entries in H precisely make up the group ~, c Fq. We label the 
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coordinate places of a word in c¢± by the elements of/~,, in a certain order. 
Let S 3 be the symmetric group on three symbols. 
(2.4) LEMMA. There exists a 1 - 1 correspondence between the S3-0rbits 
of solutions (Xl, X2,X3)e(lzn) 3 of the equation x l+x2+x3=O and 
codewords of weight 3 in cg ±. 
Proof This follows directly from the shape of the matrix H. | 
The number of solutions of 
x + y + z=O (8) 
in (#n) 3 is strongly related to the number of solutions of 
x N + yN + Z N = 0 (9) 
in (Fq*) 3. 
Equation (9) represents the Fermat curve CN for which we define the 
integer tN as 
tN = q + 1 -- # CN(Fq). 
We denote the number of words of weight 3 in cg± by B 3. 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. The number of words of weight 3 in c~± equals 
B 3 = n(q + 1 - t N -- 3N)/6N 2. 
Proof The curve C~v has 3N projective Fq-points with a zero coor- 
dinate. Next we note that a projective point (x: y: 1)~ CN(Fq) induces 
n solutions of (8) namely, (~xN,(yN,~) for (E/~ n. On the other hand 
if (x :y : l )~CN(Fq)  then the Fq-rational points (~ lx : t /2y : l )  with 
ql, g2~/zjv induce the same solutions of (8). Finally Lemma (2.4) implies 
that B 3 corresponds to the number of S3-orbits of solutions of (8). Putting 
all these considerations together we get our formula for B3. | 
In [H-D, (0.5)] we find expressions for the zeros of the characteristic 
polynomial PYrob(Cu). These so called Jacobi sums can be converted into 
expressions involving Gauss sums, see [H-D, (0.6)]. In the semiprimitive 
case we have the following proposition. 
(2.6) PROPOSITION. For dual codes of semiprimitive irreducible (n, k)- 
codes with ordu(2)= k', the number of words of weight 3 equals 
B3 =n(q+ 1 - ( -1 )  k/k' (N -  1) (N-  2) x /q -  3N)/6N2. (10) 
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Proof In this case the Gauss sums (with minus sign) -g (y )  where 
t = 1, ..., N -1  are equal to ( -  1)k/k' X/~ as we recalled in the proof of 
Proposition (2.2). According to [H-D]  the zeros of PFrob(CN) are  the 
Jacobi sums 
J(x ~,X t) with l~<s, t~<N-1  and s+tT~0 (modN)  where, 
J(X ~, Xt) = - g(x ~) g(xt)/g(z ~+ '). 
This implies that l N = ( - -  1 )k/k'  (N -- l ) (N -  2) ~/q and our formula for B 3 
follows from Proposition (2.5). | 
One could also derive the formula for B s from the MacWilliams 
identities but then one has to do more tedious calculations. 
(2.7) COROLLARY. If cg is a semiprimitive irreducible code then 
d~in(cg ±) = 3 except for the semiprimitive (5, 4)-code where dmi~( cg ± ) = 5. 
Proof Formula (10) yields in a straightforward way that B 3 > 0 except 
for N= 3 and q -- 16 which corresponds to the even weight (5, 4)-code. | 
3. GENERALIZED HAMMING WEIGHTS OF IRREDUCIBLE CODES 
We define 
t(n) = max{s e Z>o: 2 ~-  1 divides n}. 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. Let c~ be an irreducible cyclic code of length n. Then 
for 1 <. r <.% t(n) the rth generalized Hamming weight dr(OK) of ~¢ satisfies 
d,.(cg) = (2 r - 1) dl(Cg)/2 r -  1. 
Proof The words c(a) with a in a fixed coset in F* modulo #n have the 
same weight. As 2 t(n~- 1 divides n it follows that F%,~ c#n.  This implies 
that we can find for r with 1 <~ r <~ t(n) a r-dimensional subcode ~ of ~ of 
which all non-zero words have minimum weight dl(Cg). Using (1) we 
obtain our result. | 
To determine other elements of the weight hierarchy W(Cg) we now turn, 
in view of the duality property (2), to the dual code cg±. 
From elementary coding theory we derive dmin(cg ±) ~>3. Lemma (2.4) 
yields that dm~n(cg z) = 3 if and only if/~n u {0} contains a 2-dimensional 
F2-subspace. The latter is the case if t(n)~>2. Now we study words of 
weight 3 in C J-. 
582a/71/1-12 
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(3.2) THEOREM. Let cg be a minimal cyclic code with t(n) >~ 2. Then for  
1 <~ u < t(n) and 1 <~ v < 2" we have 
d2,_,+~ l(cgx) = 2" + v. (11) 
Proof  Start with two different elements al, a2eF*,~,~ and denote the 
2-dimensional Fz-subspace (a l ,a2)  by V2. Consider the word in cg± 
corresponding to the solution (al, a2, a3 = al + a2) e (/~,)3 of Xl + x2 + 
x3 = 0 and denote this word by [al ,  a2, a3]. This yields dl(Cd ±) = 3. Noting 
that there exist no (21,2 l -  l, drain = 3)-codes we conclude that d2(Cg ±) >~ 5. 
Take a4EF*t(,~ such that {al, a2, a4} has F2-rank 3 and consider the 
F2-subspace V3 = (a l ,  a2, a4) = V2 u {a4 + V2}. Add a4 to all non-zero 
elements of V 2 then we obtain three words of weight 3. Now [al,  a2, a3] 
and [al,  a4, as = al + a4] generate a 2-dimensional subcode ~2 ccg± of 
weight 5. Hence dz(Cd ±) = 5. From ~2 we get a 3-dimensional subcode @3 
by adding [a2, a4, a 6 = a 2 + a4] to the basis of N2 with w(~3) = 6. By the 
monotonicity of the generalized Hamming weights, see [W], we find 
d3(Cg±) = 6. 
Appending [a3, a4, a7 = a3 + a4] to the basis of @3 we obtain d4(Cg ±) = 7. 
Since there is no (8, 5, 3)-code, we conclude ds(Cg ±) >~ 9. Take a8 ~ F%I such 
that {al, a2, a4, as} has F2-rank 4 and consider V4 = (a l ,  a2, a4, as) = 
V3w {as+ Va}. As in the foregoing we derive ds(Cg±)=9, d6(Cg±)= 
10, ..., d11(cg ±) = 15. Next we conclude d12(~ ±) i> 17 and we proceed as 
before. This method stops after we have carried out the procedure for V,(,). 
Careful inspection of the values of dr(Cg ±) we found in this way, reveals our 
formula (11). | 
Note that we get results similar to Proposition (3.1) and Theorem (3.2) 
if we replace F2,(°~ c/~, w {0} by the F2-subspace of maximal dimension 
contained in #, w {0}. 
(3.3) COROLLARY. The weight hierarchy o f  cg with t(n) ~ 2 contains the 
numbers n + 1 - 2 k -  r for  k - t(n) <~ r ~ k. 
Proof  In the proof of Theorem (3.2) it became clear that the values 2" 
with 0 ~ u <<. t(n) do not appear in the weight hierarchy of cgx. Then (2) 
yields our corollary. | 
Now we can combine our results to find (part of) the weight hierarchy 
of irreducible cyclic codes. 
(3.4) EXAMPLE. Let ~ be the irreducible (45, 12)-code with t = 4. Then 
d,(C~) = 8 (see [MacW-S]) and Proposition (3.1) yields {dl, d2, d3, d4} = 
{8, 12, 14, 15} c W(c¢). From Corollary (3.3) we obtain {d8 .... , d12} = 
{30, 38, 42, 44, 45} c W(cg). 
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4. THE WEIGHT Hn~al~CI-IY OF SEMIPRIMITIVE IRREDUCIBLE CODES 
Let ~f be a binary semiprimitive irreducible code of length n and dimen- 
sion k. As before we set N= (2 k -  1)In, ordN(2)=k'  where k' divides k. 
From - 1 e (2 )  modulo N we deduce that k' is even. 
If k/k' is odd then it follows from 2k ' /Z - - l (modN)  that also 
2 k/z-  - l (modN)  which implies 2 k/z-  1 divides n or t(n)=k/2. In this 
case we can determine the weight hierarchy of ~. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let ~ be a semiprimitive irreducible (n,k)-code with 
k/k' odd then the weight hierarchy W(Cg) is given by 
d~(~) = 2 k/2 - l(n + 1 -- 2k/2) / (2  k/2 - 1 ), 
dr(~) = (2r -  1) d1(~)/2 "~ for l<.r<~k/2, 
dr (~)=n+l -2  k ~ for k/2<r<~k. 
Proof This follows immediately from Proposition (3.1) and Corollary 
(3.3). | 
This result was obtained in a different way by Helleseth and Kumar in 
[H-K] .  
Now we consider the case k/k' even. Then t(n)< k/2 and we have only 
partial results. From Proposition (2.2) and Corollary (2.3) we see that for 
k/k' even, the words c(a) of minimum weight in (g correspond to 
a ~ F*- /An.  Hence we are interested in F2-subspaces in Fq-/An. 
(4.2) PROPOSITION. Let ~g be a semi~rimitive irreducible (n, k)-code with 
k/k' even. Then d~(Cg) = (2 r -  1)(q-~/q)/2rNfor 1<~r<<,Ic- [21og(n + 1)]. 
Proof The number of (s + 1 )-dimensional F 2-subspaces in Fq containing a 
given s-dimensional subspace quals 2 k s 1. Starting with a 1-dimensional 
F2-subspace in Fq --/A n we can find a subspace of dimension (s + 1 ) in Fq --/An 
as long as 2 k ~-1  >n or s<k2-1og(n + 1). Hence Fq- - /A  n contains a 
F2-subspace of dimension k - [ 21og(n + 1 )], where [x] is the greatest integer 
function. We deduce that for 1 ~< r ~< k - [ 21og(n + 1 ) ] there exists a r-dimen- 
sional subcode of ~ in which all the non-zero words have minimum weight: 
(q-x//q)/2N. Applying (1) the proposition follows. | 
Note that for N> 1 we have k - [21og(n + 1)] = [2log N] + 1. 
(4.3) EXAMPLE. The (455, 12) irreducible cyclic code ~g is semiprimitive 
with N=9 and k/k'=2. Since k - [21og(n+ 1)] =4 we obtain from 
Proposition (4.2) that {all, d2, d3, d4} = {224, 336, 392, 420} c W(~). 
Moreover t = 3 which implies by Corollary (3.3) that {d9, dlo, dn,  d~2} = 
{448,452, 454, 455} ~ W(Cg). 
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We conclude with a proposition on dual semiprimitive codes. 
(4.4) PROPOSITION. Let cg± be the dual of a semiprimitive irreducible 
( n, k )-code with k/k' even and ( n, k) # (5, 4). Then 
i. d2(Cg')=5 except for the dual of the (51,8)-code where 
d2(Cg ±) = 6, 
ii. d3(Cg ~) = 6 except for the dual of the (51, 8)-code where d3(Cg ") = 8. 
Proof (i). Since cg± is a transitive code, the number of words of 
weight 3 with a one on a fixed position is 3B 3 In. If this number is at least 
2 we find d2(Cg ") = 5. Now suppose (3B3/n) = 1. Then formula (10) entails 
q+ 1 --(U-- 1 ) (N-2)x /q -  3N= 2N 2. 
The only solution of this equation with N> 1 is N= 5 and q =256 hence 
n = 51. In this case B3 = 17 which means that the words of weight 3 in cg± 
are obtained from the shifts of the word with ones on the three coordinate 
places corresponding to F* c/~51. This implies that d2(~ ±) = 6 for the dual 
of the irreducible cyclic (51, 8)-code. 
(ii). Let (n,k)¢(51, 8). Then (3B3/n)>l and there exists a word 
colecg ± of weight 3 with support S(coi)={1, a,b}cl~n such that 
{a, b} ~k F4-  F2 ' We denote this word by COl(l, a, b). There are two closely 
related words of weight 3 in cg±: co=(1, a 2, b 2) and co3(a, a2, ab). The words 
cot, co2, o)3 generate a 3-dimensional subcode @ c cg± with # S(N)= 6. For 
the dual of the (51, 8)-code we refer to Example (4.5). I 
(4.5) EXAMPLE. Consider the minimal (51, 8)-code. This code has 51 
words of weight 32 and 204 words of weight 24. Since k - [ 21og(n + 1 ) ] = 3 
we derive from Proposition (4.2) that {dl, d2, d3} = {24, 36, 42} c W(cg). 
Furthermore d4(Cg) >~ (15/8).24 = 45. From t = 2 it follows by 
Corollary (3.3) that {d6, d7, ds} = {48, 50, 51}. Finally dz(Cg ±) = 6 com- 
bined with (2) yields 47~ W(cg) and 46¢ W(cg). Putting all these 
observations together we find the weight hierarchy of cg 
W(g)= {24,36,42,45,47,48,50,51}. 
As a consequence of (2) we find d3(~-  ) = 8. 
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